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About This Game

"ThinkToDie" is a different and creative casual puzzle game where you have to find a way to die in order to pass the level. To
do so, you have to master different situations, combine objects, and time your actions.

The game starts with a small introduction/tutorial. The more levels you pass, the harder they will become, the more players you
will have to kill, the more you will have to think. Puzzle your way through over 145 levels. Furthermore, you have an option to

skip any level in case you get stuck in one of them.

Meanwhile in all other games your main goal is to survive, in "Think To Die" it`s exactly the other way round. If you love
puzzles, classic and old-fashioned entertaining games, then this might be one you would enjoy a lot.
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The game itself was inspired by the Karoshi Series, adding new puzzle mechanics, interesting puzzles and a lot of new features.

Features

 Over 145 levels

  Happy, not distracting background music

  Option to enable/disable Cartoon-Look

  From very easy to very hard levels!

  New and original game idea

  Fast gameplay

  Auto Save

  Option to skip any level you want

  100% free to play and no extra content DLCs or ingame purchases

  Single-Player only

  100% playable offline

  Multiple music tracks to prevent boring repetitions

  And much much more...

Control-Keys:

F10 skips a level

F8 flips camera

"C" changes player

"R" restarts level

"H" changes camera perspective

"P" pauses the game

 "F1"enables/disables performance profiler
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Title: Think To Die
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Felip Guimerà
Publisher:
FelGC.GamesDevelopment
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: > 2 GB Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: You need DX11 support & an aspect ratio of 16:9, otherwise it will be resized.

English
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think don't die signs in south dakota. think before die. i think i'm going to die of not surprise. think limbic die macht des
unbewussten. think i'm going to die anxiety. think or die ブログ. i think it's time to die. i think i'm going to die tonight. think
globally die locally. i think i'm going to die single. think to die online. i think i'm going to die meme. i think i'd love to die alone.
think to die walkthrough. don't think to die. think gonna die. i think i'm about to die we'll see. i think i'm going to die alone.
think diesel. i think i'm going to die in my sleep. think to die 2 walkthrough. i think i'm ready to die now. think is die. think to
die 2 game. think to die download. i think my master means to die shortly. i think i'm going to die from depression. think why
die signs. i think i'm going to die today. think to die level 10. think to die steam. i think i'm going to die early. think diesel
alarm. think you're going to die. i think i'm going to die in a car crash. think to die 2. so unafraid to die you think i did it before
lyrics. markiplier think to die. i think i'll die. think why die. think to die 1. think about die. i think i'm going to die song. think to
die 32. think to die. think to die level 6. i think i'll die alone. think to die mac. i think i am going to die everyday. think to die 2
download. i think i'm going to die everyday. think to die game. think to die jogo. think i'm going to die soon. i think i'm going to
die young. i think i'm fixin to die rag lyrics. think i am going to die. think to die 3. i think i'm ready to die. i think i'm fixin to
die rag. think just die. i think i'm going to die this year. think or die. i think i'm going to die a virgin. think tanks die beratung
der gesellschaft. think i'll die now

Not fun. Just another generic horror game made in unity by a single guy. Looks cheap, feels cheap, is cheap. Not worth it unless
you are incredibly forgiving.. Love the neon artstyle and all the traditions. Loads of enemies and weapons to use and great voice
acting.

ENRAAAAAAAAAGE!!!!. So I got this game a while back and played it for about 15 min and got bored with it.
Considering I play a TON of Space Station 13 AND Dwarf Fortress,
I felt like I had to give it another chance
And man am I happy I did!

Once you get used to the layout and the mechanics you can really start to enjoy the hell out of it.
It still feels a little bare-bones but the potential is there and being improved on all the time.
I really feel like I can see the future of this being astonishing and hilarious.
It is still a diet version of what it can be and its shaping up one step at a time.
I can hardly wait to see the finished project.
(Hopefully It never is considered 'finished' because the thing that sets SS13 and DF apart from the rest is it they are both being
expanded on non-stop.) With mod community this can be unstoppable!
Buy it!
Support this like its a damn Star-Citizen fevered dream with competent developers!
I know I will.. For a platform\/puzzle game I give this a 8\/10.

Animations 5\/10, sort of slow.

Sounds 2\/10.

Music 10\/10 great theme. Was definately mae for this sort of game. Mario-ish, and yet sort of creepy like Pitfall 2.

Controller support, 0\/10 You need Xpadder or Padstar.. The most fun you can legally have with a naked child.. This is a twist
on your standard hunt-and-find casual game. While you still hunt-and-find, you also need to find items in various categories that
you then buy and take back to sell at your store. You can set a price and see if people buy it, or auction it off and see what you
get. You're competing against several AI characters to try and make the most money.
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There's a special edition with more content. Check that out before you buy!

As a longtime fan of Devil May Cry I found that at some point I got DMC4 on sale and let it sit in my backlog. With DMC5
coming out I needed to right this injustice. I needed to be properly motivated.

DMC4 casts you as the Nothing Personnel Kidd, a guy with a plot device for an arm who has to fight demons and save his
girlfriend Plot Device. I love DMC games and the way the tone can flip between over the top nonsense and dead serious action
movie without missing a beat so this isn't a complaint. The story starts with a good mystery and the cutscenes are great in that
DMC1/DMC3 style. If you're a fan of those games you know what to expect and that you're going to like it. If you're brand new
to the series or just a bit obstinate then you have to understand that this IS the appeal. Crazy occult plots, foreboding castles,
ridiculous action, melodramatic hams. The boss cutscene for Mission 17 was hysterical and one of the best in the entire series.

Something to understand about a DMC game is that combat isn't just key. Combat isn't only a big part of the game. Combat IS
the game. If you grab this game blind and don't enjoy the first two hours then refund it. That's enough time to fight a bunch of
jesters and at least one boss. That's the series right there. You beat up tons of cannon fodder that exist to challenge you at a
steady rising pace as new threats are introduced and mixed together and then you fight fantastic bombastic bosses. The appeal
comes in learning to hone your own technique. You must enjoy improving your skill or these games are decent one and dones of
6-10 hours, give or take getting stuck on something. If you can't enjoy the combat, you can't enjoy these games. You're
encouraged to get into fights, to get into extra fights, to look forward to bosses, to rematch bosses and then to replay the games
in ascending difficulty order as you unlock Hard, Really Hard and Jeez That's A Bit Much. Beat the game on Normal difficulty
and you get a prolonged combat gauntlet mode as a reward. Mission replays are easy access and so is checking your rankings.

Graphics are good(11 years, dude!) and music is great. Although the general combat tunes can wear out their welcome each boss
has a personal track and they're frequent. Controls are good which is important for enabling the joy of combat and the fluid
combos, only things like Devil Bringer grapple puzzles felt lousy. Secret missions aren't bad but a bit clumsy. The camera is
same as always for this series: it is far from perfect but gets the job done. Exploration is good for a spectacle brawler with the
item and skill costs and high value items like Max HP orbs. Stages are compact yet maintain a good sense of mystery.

When I swapped control to Dante at the mid point of the game I was really curious. A lot of DMC4 reviews brings up that you
swap characters and fight the bosses again, often as a negative, like you've transformed into a Hell Gate janitor and it's a real let
down. Imagine my delight that this is not the case. When players make this complaint I wonder if they are new to the series?
This series presents combat as a reward. Seeing a big boss return is a chance to use your new toys on him and to see how much
better you are. My first kills of bosses were what you'd expect from casual play: lots of mistakes, blind-sided by everything and
a few deaths. My round twos were mostly sub-20 second stomps. I'll admit that the Mission 19 third round gauntlet is on the
nose but my boss kill times as Nero were still much improved and a source of joy. If anything I found myself thinking "I'd like
to fight Credo again too!"

As for the infamous round two Dante gets rewarded with new guns and weapons with each kill so I can't see how this part of the
game is a downside. This was a series of highlights for me! The reverse stages are given some new threats and are very snappy
compared to the initial exploration. New enemies are introduced at a steady clip. Dante's 6ish missions fly by in a blur and are
an easy chance for the game to shine. It did for me as I felt more comfortable playing Dante, who has so many fun things to do
in combat he feels like the real player character. Fans of DMC3 will find a lot to enjoy with the style system brought back.

I won't disparage Nero though. Nero feels different than Dante despite being similar(so you aren't going through huge hurdles to
swap or to start the game) and the Devil Bringer is a very engaging and useful weapon. Grapple, heavy blow and grappling hook
all in one, Nero differentiates himself with three always available weapons and lots of loving detail placed into identifying the
best times to overpower enemies, a rarity in the series outside of cutscenes. Nero also features things like Extend to really give
enthusiasts a lot to master. I appreciate what they did with Nero even if I prefer playing as Dante and ultimately I just felt mild
disappointment with how many key items you find that are literally keys or just enable some jumping/puzzle elements. Stopping
time or summoning beyblades in combat(maybe for some Devil Trigger) would have added that great feeling of new toy to
Nero's discoveries.

That's a lot of words to reiterate that Devil May Cry 4 is a great entry in the series. It is a good starting point, it is a good game
and it offers tons to master for enthusiastic series veterans seeking another great DMC. There's an easy mode and you can use
lots of easy to farm items to power through it but this series is best appreciated by seeking mastery. Besides, you'll tank your
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stage rating!. This game shouldn't be free. I had great fun playing this and subsequently bought the dlc regardless of what it was.
A shame you can't build bigger ships and just have capital ship battles with a couple of fighters. If you like ship constructing
games where you can change everything you will enjoy this. I personally had a great time pretty much designing entire new
fleets for every level once the first easier half of the campaign was cleared. Good progression though, starts out easy enough
then gets complex fast. Enjoyable, would pay money for this any day.. New mechanics and locations are what make these heists
so unique. Instead of the same old mundane task of "place drill, fix drill, take money, leave bank" you get to things like skydive
and drive boats and destroy satellites and refuel helicopters (ok that last one is still just wait time). You get two of the best heists
in game for the price of one. The melees are actually usuable this time, even up to par with the katana. The Baby Deagle is a
quicker but slightly weaker Deagle, as you'd expect. Overall, this is probably one of the best DLC's yet. Just buy it already, who
even reads DLC reviews?. These are some nice locomotives. A great variety of liveries are included such as Norfolk Southern,
Union Pacific, Frisco, etc. The are fun to drive and look fantastic! I love em alot! I really like their horn except one minor flaw
is that the horn loop is to long making it hard to do the long long short long when approaching crossings which is critical in US
railroading. Included are a few scenarios for Cajon Pass including free roam. I do suggest getting these because they are fun to
drive.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/wxEV1KzB7YI

A brilliant setup and visual style are made almost unaccessible by the limited options present to players. With no obvious way to
buffer the difficult curve many will be turned off completely.. The bus doesn't start up, I have re-installed the game twice :/. At
first I thought - OK, this is a different take on Tilt Brush. After using it for a couple of hours, I've changed my mind. It really
helps me focus on what I'm whiteboarding, and exporting to a vector image is helpful for sending ideas to others. I think this
could be even better if multi-person whiteboarding is included. Could really turn this into a virtual conference room.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=555L_7Dj_Ho&t=361s. Good 4 real. ON POINT GUNS AND ACCURACY, not.

Fun game if you get it dirt cheap like i did!. PUBG arrow shooting action in VR. Pretty sweet on it's own. 3 games per day free
demo? Awesome.
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